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Model Latina South Beach (Series 5)

10 x 30'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Stripped

In the season premiere, 10 gorgeous new Latina models kick things off and rock the runway in
self-styled fashions! Who will strut to success and who will take a fashion tumble? One hopeful’s J
Lo look leads to a game-changing shocker!

2. Wet and Wild

Things get wet and wild at an underwater swimsuit shoot with dolphins! But will one model’s fear
of water sink her dreams? And no fashionista is safe in the mansion when some of the more
devious divas resort to sneaky game-changing tactics!

3. Badass Latinas

It’s chicas gone wild when the models crank up the fierce factor and leap from planes during an
action-packed shoot with sexy, shirtless stuntmen! But a shocking injury threatens the entire
project. Will it lead to a hot new duo stealing the competition?

4. Lusty Lingerie

How far would you go to bring out your sexiest look for a lingerie shoot? When one model is
accused of being too trashy on set, the tension explodes and the claws come out! Will the models
reconcile, or revolt? A shocking surprise raises the diva drama…

5. Deep Sea Drama

Carlos Ponce rocks a sexy captain’s uniform as he and the girls board a fab yacht and hit the high
seas for a shoot with a big surprise! Drama rocks the boat when tempers flare and egos crumble
over a model’s weight issue and another’s terrifying phobia.

6. Vintage Vixens
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A lucky model lands a date with Carlos Ponce and envy erupts! The claws come out when one
model calls another out for being a fraud, and the girls bring plenty of sexy sophistication to a
high-fashion shoot in the luxurious Italian-style villa of Vizcaya.

7. Models Gone Wild

Trash talk shakes up the catwalk and war wages in the Model Mansion! Four girls remain, and two
feuding fashionistas bring more sexy drama than a telenovela! A surprise guest and secret
confessions change everything!

8. Girl II Goddess

It’s a double whammy as two models team up to knock the current frontrunner off her pretty perch!
Goddesses of Speed is the next challenge, but only three will make it to the final runway show as
one heavenly body gets bumped off her cloud!

9. Beach Beauty

Shocking twists shake up everyone’s plans as one model rises to the top after a sexy shoot on the
beach. In a desperate attempt to make the cut, another plans to expose a dark secret to get her
competition booted from the game!

10. Wild Style

One model storms out in a fit of rage after her secrets are exposed and things really heat up at the
final elimination ceremony. Three gorgeous Latinas make it to the finale – but which one will walk
away with $25,000 and the modelling contract?


